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EDITORIAL

2020 has been a year unlike any 
other and the Amusement industry 
has not been spared the effects of 
Covid 19. In fact we have been one 
of the hardest hit. When you look 
at the situation worldwide 
however we are probably among 
the lucky ones here in Australia 
now that in time for Christmas we 
are emerging from periods of 
lockdown with no remaining 
community transmissions. Now 
that we are one year in to “the new 
normal” it is a matter of how we 
respond as an industry to the 
challenges we face. 
Membership of NAMOA is now 
more relevant than ever as we can 

all learn from the obstacles that 
others have faced and move 
forward together. In this issue of 
your magazine - The Collector, we 
examine how equipment 
manufacturers are now reacting to 
the market situation by releasing 
basic versions of their games (ie 
Arcade 1up etc), something pinball 
manufacturers have been doing for 
some time! On the subject of the 
Silverball, join with me as I get 
dazed and confused and take a 

deep dive in to 70's rock god 
territory looking at Led Zeppelin, 
the latest offering from Stern. 
We round out this festive edition 
with the wise words of Steve Patan 
from Reflex games in his regular 
column. Thanks for reading this 
year, my third as editor I look 
forward to writing about the 
brightening situation for Operators 
in 2021 and beyond!

by Ed Partridge,
Editor of The Collector
Email: ed@pinball.com.au

AMOAQ Presidents Report 
December 2020.

2020 is almost at an end and 
what a year it was, who could 
have imagined it. I won’t 
mention the C word in this 
report, we have heard 
enough about that in the 
media virtually every single 
day since March. I think this 
Christmas is a time we 
should all take to rest, relax 
and recharge putting the 
challenges we face aside just 
for a week or so and enter 
the new year with some 
renewed enthusiasm. Things 
will often improve with some 
well placed optimism and a 
little positive thinking. Many 
people have said to me, we'll 
just wait and see. We all have 
a hand in our own future so 
don't wait for someone else 
to act, make changes and 
take action yourself when 
and where you can. 

Opportunities are out there if 
you are looking, apathy is our 
greatest enemy. Keep an 

open mind, be flexible, ready 
to adapt and embrace 
changes and completely new 
opportunities. Things will get 
much better a lot sooner with 
the right proactive attitude 
and prompt action.

I'd like to take the 
opportunity to thank 
everyone for their help and 
support in my first year as 
AMOAQ president.  I truly 
appreciate every one of you 
who took the time to share 
their thoughts and 
knowledge tackling the 
issues we faced in 2020. 
Work continues in 2021 and 
with every members support 
a return to more prosperous 
times will come much 
sooner.

I urge everyone to keep in 
touch through social media, 
email or the good old 
telephone. Tell us your 
problems and your 
successes. We will achieve so 
much more working together 
than we ever will individually. 

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Regardless of our own 
respective circumstances, 
we are all in this together. 
We continue to seek 
feedback from Operators 
and locations nationwide 
about how your area and 
business is doing. 

Please email or call our 
Editor Ed Partridge with 
your feedback and if you 
have a story idea or 
suggestion please tell us. 
Ed can be contacted on: 
0422 050 190 or by email: 
ed @pinball.com.au

Mark Schneider.
President AMOAQ.
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Looking to SELL your Pinball or Arcade Machine?

AS SEEN ON 

CALL 1800 456 588 
QLD  |  NSW  |  VIC  |  TAS  |  SA  |  WA  |  NT 

PINBALLS | ARCADE GAMES | SIMULATORS | VIRTUAL REALITY PODS
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By AAP Newswire on 
DECEMBER 07, 2020

Reserve Bank governor Philip Lowe 
doubts Australia will get to the 
point of being a cashless society but 
perhaps a "society with less cash in 
it".

Dr Lowe told a payments systems 
online conference that cash still has 
an important role to play as an 
emergency payment method.

He says there are always stories 
where a bank's systems have gone 
down or a merchant's internet is not 
working so an electronic payment 
can't be made.

"In almost every case you can 
guarantee that you can use cash to 
make the payment," Dr Lowe told 
the Australian Payments Network 
conference.

"So I think many people will want to 
hold cash."

However, he said if the electronic 
system was more resilient, that 
would probably take away the desire 
of at least some people to carry $50 
or $100 notes in case something 
goes wrong.

"But we need a payment system 
that can work when the electronic 
system isn't working and cash is the 
best one so far," he said.

The impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic has seen the stock of 
notes in the economy at its highest 

in at least 50 or 60 years, with strong 
demand for $50 and $100 notes.

Dr Lowe said in the first days of the 
pandemic people were nervous, 
some were taking their money out of 
the bank, although not to the same 
magnitude of the global financial 
crisis a decade ago.

"That settled down pretty quickly," 
he said.

Even so, many people were taking 
out a few hundred dollars extra to 

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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keep at home just in case something 
went wrong.

"There was a lockdown and they 
wanted to make sure they had some 
kind of cash that they could use to 
buy the basic necessities".

Dr Lowe said in time he expected the 
notes to "come out of the system and 
back to the Reserve Bank".

The governor made no reference to 
monetary policy or the state of the 
economy during his address.

For further information 
please contact Leo Censori 

on 0411 867000 or email: 
leo@cashbox.com.au

BRAND NEW CRANE MACHINES

REDEMPTION MACHINES call for our latest listing
AMUSEMENT MACHINES call for our latest listing
CRANE MACHINES lowest price on dozens of reconditioned cranes. CALL
KIDDIE RIDES USED call for our latest listing
PINBALLS call for our latest listing
CONSUMABLES Hockey bats $6.50, Pucks $2.70, Whacker bats $16 

Redemption Tickets with your logo $100 for boxes of 60,000.
You order as needed and we keep stock for you. 
Benchmark Printer Rolls $5.95, Wheels, Adjusters and more
Crane machine claws, coils, gears

MONITORS New and used CRT most sizes, New LCD commercial grade
most sizes in stock

POWER SUPPLIES All power supplies to suit Cranes, Videos as well as Daytona
MANY OTHER PARTS Just call or email your needs 
BALLS Mini Football $5, Mini basketball $4, Mini soccer $4

Many other larger sizes. CALL
NOVELTIES We operate 6 Redemeption Centres and have over 800  

novelties in stock and changing all the time. CALL

Fantasy Castle 34 priced at $3000 with your choice of coin 
mech. BV50 Bill Acceptor fitted. Also available in larger sizes. 
Perfect for plush and balls with no claw change. Chosen by 

Elaut for their US street operations. 

Prize Castle 31 priced at $2900 with your choice of coin mech. 
BV50 Bill Acceptor fitted. Also available in size up to 168cm 

Wide. Perfect for plush and balls with no claw change. Used by 
Elaut in their street operations.

We arrange freight anywhere in Australia

           ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE GST
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by Kevin Williams on 
NOVEMBER 26, 2020

Major New Features

Rushing towards Black Friday and 
the holidays, and we see a perfusion 
of retro-mini arcade cabinets hitting 
the shelves. Friend-of-the-site, and 
trend specialist Kevin Williams looks 
at a selection of the releases hoping 
to feed off their arcade legacy and 
find a place at home.

Being old enough to remember the 
first flush of excitement of video 
gaming in the arcades back in the 
70’s and 80’s. At the height of this 
trend and the consumer sector 
fought for their piece of the pie – 
looking at branding everything 
related to the popular titles. Be it 
‘Space Invaders’ board games or 
‘PAC-MAN’ breakfast cereal. But one 
refrain from the consumer 
electronics industry, was the ability 
to “bring the arcade classics home!” 
Scaling down arcade tech, to be able 
to play in the living room.

The interest to have video arcade 
pieces at home has not diminished 
over the years, and while full-size 
arcade machine collectors have 
carved out a niche – the reality is 
that most consumers do not have the 
space or deep pockets to own a 
personalized arcade machine. But 
feeding off the nostalgia and latent 
popularity of arcade gaming, a 
growing trend has gained 

momentum, building off the cachet 
of retro-gaming.
One of the leaders in profiting from 
this cachet is Arcade1Up – known 
for their officially licensed arcade 
cabinets. The operation has released 
a large range comprising mini 
(uprights), countercade 
(counter-top), and head-to-head 
(cocktail) cabinets. Most recently 
launching a ‘Outrun’ seated arcade 
cabinet, working in partnership with 
SEGA to reprieves the classic racer 
in a at-home arcade form factor. 
Adding compact deluxe sit-down 
designs alongside their upright 
cabinets.

Arcade1Up has even expanded into 
home miniature digital pinball 
tables. The company licensing a 
range of at-home systems including 
the ‘Star Wars’ digital pinball 
machine in 3/4 scale. Developed in 
partnership with Zen Studios and 
Walt Disney, the machine comprises 
10 games. While STERN Pinball has 

created their ‘Pin’ home range of 
mechanical consumer tables, 
interest in a smaller digital offering 
has grown, as seen with the recent 
release of SHARPIN ‘Digital Pinball 
Bartop’

The Japanese amusement trade have 
not been slow to build off their 
extensive IP over the years and have 
jumped onto this latest flurry for 
home gaming arcade releases. SEGA 
announced the release of their 
interpretation of the popular retro 
counter-top with the ‘SEGA Astro 
City Mini’. This re-creation of the 
popular Astro City six-button arcade 
cabinet that grazed many a game 
center. The retro-dream comprising 
over 20 games and marking the 60th 
anniversary of the company (official 
release in December).

Another Japanese factory with a 
strong retro past is CAPCOM, the 
company just releasing their take on 
the counter-top with the ‘CAPCOM 

continued over on page 8...
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Retro Station’. Comprising some 10 
classic arcade game titles, including 
the Street Fighter series, the 
striking blue and yellow retro 
aesthetic design, with USB and 
headphone sockets, (officially 
released in December).

We saw in 2018 one of the first 
entrants into this genre, with the 
‘Neo Geo Mini’. The legendary Multi 
Video System (MVS) Japanese 
cabinet lovingly re-created as a mini 
version of the 1990 platform that 
dominated the game centers in its 
day. The palm-sized creation was 
pre-installed with 40 titles but was 
built to support some 148. The 
game platform released for the 40th 
anniversary of SNK.

Interest in the SNK platform has 
been such that a new deluxe 
interpretation of the Neo Geo 
arcade cabinet, released as the 
‘MVSX Home Arcade’ – incorporat-
ing a larger screen, two-player 
controls and 50 classic titles. The 
system even available with a stand 
to turn it into an upright cabinet 
configuration, throwing its hat into 
the crowded ring of mini arcades, 
(official release November).

The American amusement industry 
has been slightly slower to benefit 
from this emerging opportunity. 
Arcade1Up has worked with Play 
Mechanix (Raw Thrills) to release a 
‘Big Buck World’ at-home mid-size 
form arcade cabinet. While US 
start-up Polycade, known for their 
social wall-mounted game systems 
has released their ‘Polycade 2600’ – 
a home-gaming rig to play their 
library of titles on the couch.
The development of these miniature 
gaming systems has gained 
momentum form all corners, with 

numerous unofficial off-market 
releases. There are some official 
releases however, such as the My 
Arcadebrand, that boasts a library of 
official licensed iconic retro-classics, 
such as their ‘PAC-MAN’, ‘Space 
Invaders’, and Bubble Bobble’ Micro 
Player brand of palm-sized cabinets.

The toy industry has jumped into this 
sector, with several manufacturers 
releasing palm-sized LED arcade 
cabs. Numerous examples of 
licensed arcade IP were seen during 
covering Toy Fair 2020. Such as from 
Basic Fun! who released their range 
of ‘Mini Arcade Games’ – scaled 
down versions of the classic ranging 
from a 40th anniversary ‘PAC-MAN’ 
to ‘Tetris’ and ‘Defender’, and many 
more.

Some developers have taken the 
re-creation of classic arcade gaming 
to new heights – the retro vibe is 
strong with toy manufacturer New 
Wave Toys, behind the RepliCade 
Amusements brand, launching their 
‘Dragon’s Lair x RepliCade’ – a 
meticulous re-creation of the classic 
laserdisc cabinet, even down to scale 
replicas of the shipping box, machine 
manual and laserdisk player. The 
range including 12-inch “Playscale” 
authentic miniatures of ‘Street 
Fighter II’, ‘Tempest’ and ‘Centipede’ 
cabinets (with a 40th anniversary 
‘Asteroids’ in the works). Even 
creating a to scale change machine 
and blacklight game-floor carpets, 
for owners to create scaled arcade 
dioramas.

The ability to license popular classic 
arcade IP and create collectable 
product lines has proven popular 
from other sources. We have also 

seen the launch of another loving 
re-creations of playable arcade 
cabinets, with the Quarter Arcade 
range by Numskull Designs. These 
1/4 scale facsimiles of original 80’s 
retro arcade machines boast 100% 
accurate emulation. With some 10 
different machines to choose from, 
including their own limited edition 
‘PAC-MAN 40th Anniversary’, and 
‘Space Invaders’ machines to just 
name two.

The US satellite of BANDAI NAMCO, 
licenser of legendary arcade IP 
have pivoted their conventional 
amusement releases towards a 
consumer offering. Launching in 
2018 their compact ‘PAC-MAN Pixel 
Bash’ home arcade version. Com-
prising some 32 officially licensed 
classic games, the system offered a 
home non-coinbox variant of the 
conventional amusement piece, 
even going as far as to create a 
version with built in chiller. Other 
amusement manufacturers have 
started to consider offering home 
arcade versions of their line, to 
entice quarantined customers.

In these difficult times, other 
amusement manufacturers in the 
States have looked at pivoting 
towards releasing home arcade 
products, building on their estab-
lished inventory. Another example 
is ICE Games, who launched their 
online ICE Home Arcade Store – 
comprising a selection of ‘Super 
Kixx Pro’ dome-games, video and 
skill arcade-games and a selection 
of the STERN Pinball ‘Pin’ home 
pinball-games. Other established 
amusement firms expected to 
being considering their own home 
arcade product range.
Numerous manufactures have 
created over the years full-size 
video arcade machines that they 
have hoped to try and sell into the 
home market based on the retro 
revolution. Most recent example 
includes the AtGames ‘Legends 
Ultimate’ – preloaded with a 
staggering 300 licensed arcade and 
console game titles. This requiring 
a rather unique two-player control 
panel with joysticks, buttons 
trackball.
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The ATARI brand will also be revived 
in a new home tabletop arcade 
machine to be launched by UNIS 
Technology called the ‘ATARI Mini 
PONG Jr.’ This portable sized two 
player game system includes the 
1970’s ping-pong game for two 
players, as well as an AI version for 
single player action, (official release 
December). UNIS having seen 
success with the recreation of PONG 
in the amusement scene, now 
turning to home deployment, 
partnering with Arcade1Up to 
promote, and sell the system.

This is not the first interpretation of 
the ATARI brand as a retro mini 
arcade release. In 2019 the corpora-
tion BLAZE launched their ‘ATARI 
Mini Arcade’ populated with five 
classic retro titles. And launched 
‘ATARI PONG Mini Arcade’ with 11 
titles preloaded. Sadly, while the 
amusement trade in the US has 
failed to promote its legacy, others 
have managed to find a way.

Even one of the first console 
machines that attempted to feed off 
the popularity of video gaming has 
received the “retro-treatment”. The 
‘ATARI Video Computer System’ (VCS) 
has been turned into a mini classic 
interpretation – populated with 100 
home and arcade games, in a pack-
age called by the developers as “built 

for today!” The concept was 
announced back in 2017, raised 
funds through IndieGoGo in 2018 
and has gone through a turbulent 
birthing process that has missed 
numerous promised launch dates 
and two system architects along 
the way (the current official release 
looking like December).

Another blast-from-the past in 
console form, is the launch of the 
‘Intellivision Amico’ – based on the 
venerable console platform, but 
re-imaged for the 2020’s. It sports a 
sleek new design for the system, 
while the player controllers are 
heavily inspired by those of the 
original Intellivision. Boasting a 
large library of specially curated 
titles over the ‘ATARI VCS’, the 
‘Amico’ will feature several re-imag-
ined arcade classics, including 
exclusive remakes of both Atari and 
Data East games. Originally slated 
to launch this past October, the 
pandemic has pushed things back 
to a Spring 2021 release.

And that seems to be the strategy 
behind this insurgence in 
retro-gaming, living off the still 
very-strong urge for social arcade 
gaming, from an audience that 
seems to have been trapped at 
home. While many will still contin-
ue to buy the latest retro interpre-
tation of classic video games, 
nothing can really beat the chance 
to play these games for real, in 
their natural habitat – and we can 
expect a considerable hunger from 
a “stir crazy” public to once again 
get out-of-home to play!

SPRING EDITIONDECEMBER EDITION

About the Author – Kevin Williams – a 
leading specialist in the immersive 
Out-of-Home entertainment industry, 
through his consultancy KWP Limited, 
specializing in interactive 
entertainment. Coming from a long 
career in the theme park, amusement, 
and entertainment software 
industries, being an ex-Walt Disney 
Imagineer. Well known for his news 
service, The Stinger Report that has 
become a-must-read for those 
working or investing in the 
international market. Along with this, 
he is also a prolific writer with regular 
columns for the main trade 
publications in this market, along 
with presenting numerous conference 
sessions on the sector and its global 
impact. He is also the co-author of the 
only book on this aspect of the 
market, “The Out-of-Home Immersive 
Entertainment Frontier” – currently 
working on the next edition, schedule 
for publication soon. Kevin can be 
reached at 
kwp@thestingerreport.com
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DUE TO COVID 19
NAMOA MEMBERSHIP FEES 
HAVE BEEN HALVED!

WE WANT YOU!
If you are in the amusement machine
industry and you want:

� effective business support
� timely industry representation
� the right advice for your business
 
Then this is the most important information
you'll read all year.
 

WHY?
 
Because being a member of NAMOA means you
WON'T BE GOING IT ALONE IN YOUR BUSINESS.
 
 NAMOA is the leading association in the Amusement 
Machine Industry

SO HERE'S THE BOTTOM LINE
WITH NAMOA MEMBERSHIP
You receive 12 months membership, regular industry 
update emails, quarterly Collector newsletter with the 
latest industry information, access to business
education and compliance modules, technical support 
information, staff development programs, association 
events and more

Don't go it alone, learn from those who have
been there before you.

IN FACT, HERE'S JUST THE 
TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF 
WHAT YOU GET...
• improve your business skills and grow your business
• helping you to avoid the pitfalls and get the right advice at the 
 right time
• providing technical information 
• provide you with solutions for the day to day challenges in this 
 industry
• safeguarding your business future with industry
 representation
• know that you have taken a step towards having the best 
 support on your side, for your industry
• knowing that you are doing what the business needs you to do
• learning from your peers and sharing experiences that benefit 
 everybody

HERE'S HOW TO JOIN
So go ahead and click the link now and you'll be on your way to 
enjoying all the benefits we've talked about here and more! 
Let's get started right now!

TO JOIN GO TO WWW.NAMOA.COM.AU

WAS $275 
NOW 

$137.50!

PAYMENT IS NOW 
NOT EXPECTED 
UNTIL JANUARY 
31, 2021.
However we will 
gratefully accept 
your payment at 
any time

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

MEMBER
BENEFITS
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Go to: www.intergameonline.com/subscriptions
Enter promotional code: NAM20

InterGame now 

Exclusive 20% discount
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BY Arcadeheroes.com on 
OCTOBER 21, 2020

It’s been touted on the site here for 
a while and today, UNIS held their 
physical trade show alternative 
called the UNIS Showcase 2020 
event. These games would have 
been a part of their IAAPA 2020 
booth, but as you might recall, that 
was canceled. Due to such 
cancellations and a huge slowdown 
in news, this post feels a little odd 
to write, just because it’s been many 
months since we’ve had so much 
news to digest in such a short time.

Using the Accelevents platform, 
UNIS has been able to feature 
virtual exhibitors (sponsors that 
could highlight their business and 
products; as a note, Arcade Heroes 
is a sponsor, but I’m not being paid 
to post this), interactive 
polls/Q&A/chats, the ability to 
watch product videos, download 
brochures and more. They also did 
some chats with some operators to 
get feedback on what they’ve been 
doing to keep their facilities going 
(or surviving during extended 
shutdowns), and they did some 
prize giveaways.

The company did launch a new 
website called UNISElite.com, 
where you can not only see images 
of the games, but you can also go 
into a virtual showroom, walk 
around and see videos and or 
renders of the game cabinets (one 

UNIS 
SHOWCASE 
2020 EVENT 
HIGHLIGHTS 
NEW ARCADE 
GAMES & 
MODELS

DECEMBER EDITION

was done from a real showroom 
with product there; the other is 
virtual renderings)

Elevator Invasion

The game comes with 4 stages, and 
while it does have doors that open 
and close in front of the screen, it 
did not sound like it was integrated 
into the gameplay in the same way 
as Elevator Action Death Parade 
(which had sequences when a boss 
would open the doors or allow you 
to choose different levels using the 
elevator). The guns are new designs 
from UNIS, which we’ll have to wait 
and see how they feel and operate 
in practice. Also, while the game 
was shown in a 2-player upright, 
operators can link 2 machines 
together for 4-player fun!

Hyper Glider

In addition to finding some inspiration 
from Taito, UNIS has often built on ideas 
from older Namco titles. Prop Cycle is 
one game in particular that wasn’t a 
smashing success back-in-the-day, but 
as time has gone on, it’s gained a kind 
of legendary status as one of the first 
exercise games (exergame) in the 
arcade biz. Hyper Glider is like a modern 
verison of Prop Cycle, sans the wind 
blower, but with bike pedaling action.
I posted a quick photo of the cabinet to 
this one this morning on Twitter and 
here’s that, along with the game in the 
“Elite Park” configuration. Note this is 
also available as a single cabinet, but if 
you want the coin-op kiosk, you need to 
purchase that as well to be included:

continued over 
on page 14...
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Also from the “Inspired-By- Namco” 
camp is Rowing Champs. When I 
worked at an FEC back in 1999/2000, 
we had Rapid River. It did well, 
although thanks to the hydraulic 
motion system, it broke down 
frequently and was a pain for the tech 
to fix (not to mention it was always an 
expensive fix).

Rowing Champs Elite Park 
Edition by UNIS

For Rowing Champs, there won’t be a 
hydraulic system problem, so that’s 
already a plus – it’s also setup in a 
different manner than RR was, as that 
used a single, horizontally set oar for 
single or dual player river rafting 
simulation, while this is designed as a 
dual oar, single-rider per boat system.

Smash Attack

This one probably takes the crown for 
the most unique and innovative idea 
from the event. UNIS has taken air 
hockey and kind of an alley bowler (aka 
“skeeball”) and put them into one with a 
video game that is along the lines of 
Breakout. This allows for single player 
use of an air hockey concept, but of 
course there is competitive play as this 
comes with two monitors in the 
package.

*This is an excerpt from the article 
which can be read in full at 
arcadeheroes.com
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A Star Wars VR Experience 
Arcade Game Announced 
by Makers ILMxLAB and 
Nomadic

BY Matt Harding 
Replay Magazine Online
SEPTEMBER 29, 2020 

Lucasfilm’s immersive 
entertainment studio ILMxLAB and 
Nomadic have partnered to create a 
new Star Wars virtual reality 
experience called Vader Immortal – 
Lightsaber Dojo. The companies say 
the collaboration is an extension of 
the successful launch of Lightsaber 
Dojo last year and “represents the 
next evolution of the arcade-style 
lightsaber training experience.”

Inspired by the original Episode III 
Lightsaber Dojo from the 
award-winning Vader Immortal 
series, the new experience invites 
fans to “use the force” and battle 
Darth Vader. Players will also get to 

train with iconic lightsabers and 
blasters to combat waves of droids, 
stormtroopers and other creatures.

“The ILMxLAB team is excited to 
bring a new chapter to the 
Lightsaber Dojo experience,” said 
ILMxLAB senior producer Shereif 
Fattouh. “Fans will soon have the 
unique opportunity to battle Darth 
Vader himself using all their abilities 
in the ultimate test of skill.”

Added Nomadic president Sean 
Griffin: “Nomadic is thrilled to once 
again partner with ILMxLAB to bring 
guests into the world of Star Wars. 

VADER 
IMMORTAL - 
LIGHTSABER 
DOJO

DECEMBER EDITION

Our new form factor will deliver a 
more immersive experience for 
players, will provide a social viewing 
experience for their friends and 
family, and is more efficient for 
family entertainment centers and 
arcades to operate. We can’t wait for 
Star Wars fans worldwide to 
experience it.”
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Family entertainment 
centers share health and 
finance lessons learned 
during the era of 
coronavirus

BY Michael Switow 
Funworld Magazine 
NOVEMBER 1, 2020

Young couples on date nights and 
families with small children have 
started frequenting the Fun City family 
entertainment centers (FECs) in 
Pakistan again, but like other 
attractions, the experience is a bit 
different than pre-COVID-19 times.

Patrons often wait half an hour to enter 
the Giga Mall, the site of Fun City’s 
flagship FEC, about an hour outside 
Pakistan’s capital city of Islamabad, as 
they queue to walk through 
self-sanitization tunnels and have their 
temperatures checked. Once inside, 
they line up again before passing 
through Fun City’s turnstiles, as staff 
perform more health checks and 
ensure that every visitor wears a mask 
and sanitizes their hands. If visitors 
don’t have a mask, Fun City gives them 
one.

Yet, with all the precautions for their 
well-being, not every visitor has been 
receptive to the safety checks.

“I thought it would be a lot easier 
because people shop in the 
supermarkets and should be used to 
social distancing measures,” reflects 
Fun City Owner and Managing Director 
Kashif Ali. “But we find that many 
customers are not understanding of the 
fact that we still need to follow these 
strict protocols. They think that 
everything is back to normal and are 
frustrated when they need to queue 
again. So, managing the customers and 
getting them to follow the SOPs 

(standard operating procedures) has 
been the hardest part.”

Fun City’s customer service 
representatives explain the procedures 
to guests waiting in line at the entrance 
to the FEC, as well as the rationale that 
they simply want to ensure a safe 
environment for children and their 
parents. Ali notes his regular clients are 
the most understanding and 
appreciative, as his company has built a 
reputation for placing safety first.

Like most attractions in this new era, 
Fun City faces two broad categories of 
challenges: one, ensuring the health 
and safety of guests while also 
regaining their trust, and two, managing 
costs at a time when revenue has yet to 
return to pre-COVID-19 levels. At times, 
these goals appear in conflict. Hiring 
additional cleaning crews to sanitize the 
surfaces of every game and ride, for 
example, can increase cash outlays. 
However, there can be a synergy in the 
solutions to these issues as well.

Technology and Touch Points
In Australia’s Gold Coast, Luke Phillips 
recently launched his second FEC, a 
450-square-meter arcade-type 
attraction named Ticket Time. “Getting 
rent relief and paying wages have been 
the biggest challenges,” says the former 
professional rugby league player, who 

has had a passion for pinball machines 
and shooter games since he was a boy. 
“So when we opened Ticket Time, we 
decided to get a kiosk. It’s almost like 
having a second staff member on duty.”

Phillips placed the kiosk from Embed 
near the front of the store for customers 
to register new cards or top up existing 
ones. Unlike his first FEC, Level Up, he 
doesn’t need to bring in a part-time staff 
member for “those few hours a day when 
you get that busy run.” Phillips 
estimates the kiosk saves at least 
AU$1,000 per month and that the unit 
will pay for itself in a little over a year. 
Other game play options the kiosk can 
offer guests include additional 
revenue-generating features such as 
timed-play, instead of game-by-game 
deductions.

“A new type of customer will emerge 
from this pandemic. After a long 
lockdown period, consumers will only go 
to businesses they perceive as safe,” 
says Embed CEO Renee Welsh. “It’s all 
about the low-touch economy. People 
don’t want to touch cash, coins, papers, 
anything that transmits viruses. They 
will be more conscious of hygiene, price, 
and social distancing than ever before.”

While kiosks reduce staffing costs and 
human touch points, Embed offers 
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ELAUT GROUP
Top Quality Entertaining The World

WWW.ELAUT-GROUP.COM
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another product that goes further: 
virtual game cards. The company’s 
mobile wallet solution enables patrons 
to purchase game tokens or game time 
with their smartphones. The software 
works with both Apple Wallet and 
Google Pay, so no additional app 
download is required. Embed has also 
launched a new line of hygiene-defense 
cleaning products that the company 
says are “stronger than industrial 
cleaners without the toxic health risks.”

Deep Cleaning
Back at Fun City north of Islamabad, 
cleaning expenses have doubled. Ali 
has a contract with a vendor that used 
to provide one team during the day. 
Since reopening, a second team 
implements an after-hours deep clean. 
During the day, rides are cleaned after 
every use, and games are cleaned 
whenever they are not in use.

“It’s constant,” Ali says. “I think it gives 
reassurance to the customers as well 
when they see the clean team on the 
floor, present all the time.”

Areas like ball pits and soft play areas 
for young children that have multiple 
touch points pose another hygienic 
challenge. Cleaning teams disinfect 
major touch points, including the 
entrance and exit to the soft play area, 
every couple of hours, and at night, a 
machine cleans the balls. Fun City has 
cut the number of people allowed into 
the area at any one time in half. To 

compensate for the lower revenue, Fun 
City has cut the one-hour playtime to 
30 minutes.

Managing Costs
Confronted with new costs and lower 
capacities due to social distancing 
restrictions, FECs are confronted with a 
financial dilemma. What’s the best way 
to balance the books and make a profit?

“We are tightening our belts and cutting 
costs where we can, but cutting costs 
can also jeopardize operations,” Ali 
warns. “If I cut down on staff or the 
cleaning team, the customer 
experience will suffer. I have to 
carefully cut costs without affecting the 
operations of our centers.”

Ali’s management team encouraged 
him to raise prices to make up for lost 
revenue, but he has resisted this 

change as well.

“People are earning less through this 
pandemic, and their budgets are lower 
than normal,” he says. “Right now, I 
don’t really worry about profit. It’s just 
about getting open, keeping our 
customers coming back, retaining staff, 
and making sure our kids have some 
entertainment because they’ve been 
stuck at home for six months, and 
entertainment is important for 
everyone’s mental well-being.”

Ali is focusing on Fun City’s existing 
FECs and has postponed plans to 
expand to other cities. Purchases of 
new assets or games are on hold for the 
moment as well. Instead, funds that 
would have gone for capital investment 
are subsidizing smooth daily 
operations. For Ali, that is the best way 
to invest for the future.

SPRING EDITION
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REFLEX
GAMES

REFLEX RAMBLINGDECEMBER 2020
BY Steve Patan on 
DECMEBER 16, 2020

I’m not sure what Santa is bringing 
me this Xmas, except for the usual 
credit card overload but it looks like 
he has already brought our industry 
an early Xmas present by allowing 
most of the venues that utilise our 
equipment, to finally open, in a 
fashion that allows our games to be 
played. Don’t get me wrong, there are 
still a lot of people in our industry 
suffering but the venues with games 
that are opening up again, are often 
finding a good increase in income, 
even compared to pre-Covid times. 
For some interstate operators, who 
opened up earlier, the increase has 
been happening for a while, so 
hopefully the rest of the industry 
around the country, will see the 
same result.

There are still plenty of people out 
there with money to spend & this 
year, plus some of next year, they 
have no choice but to spend it in 
Australia. Even the usual 
metropolitan venues that drop over 
the holiday period may well see a 
boost as ‘Staycations’ become more 
popular, with more people using 
their own home as a base, venturing 
out for day trips, locally.

So, in the short term, we should 
make up for some of the lost income 
from this year. As for the medium 
term, say from March onwards, it 
becomes a bit more difficult to 
predict. Covid 19 appears to be under 
control & hopefully vaccine rollouts 
by the middle of next year should 
(fingers crossed) clear up most of 
that problem. The problem will then 
be, how some sectors of the 
economy, such as bricks & mortar 
retailing, half-empty CBD’s & certain 

sectors of the entertainment & 
hospitality industries, cope during 
this period, after a long period of 
losses. Throw in Jobkeeper & 
Jobseeker finishing at the end of 
March & it all could get a bit messy.

The government didn’t get around to 
handing out any substantial 
‘helicopter’ money in their last 
budget but if the above negative 
possibilities start to eventuate, I 
believe that they will have no choice 
but to give some form of 
instantaneous stimulus to those 
down at the bottom of the ‘ladder’, 
who will spend all of it, enabling 
money to circulate more freely & 
more frequently in the economy. If 
you want an instant effect, you need 
to give the ‘money pump’ a decent 
kick-start & this should do it.

In the meantime, just remember it 
could be a lot worse. You could be in 
Europe, America or parts of Asia. 
Here, it looks like our industry has an 
opportunity to make some decent 
returns over the holiday period, so 
whatever you do, make sure you get 
out there & check all your games, to 
ensure that they are clean, working 
properly & if prizes are part of the 
equation, make sure they are full of 
prizes that people want to win & are 
able to win.

Don’t forget though, that there is a 
holiday happening & there’s no point 
in working your ‘proverbials’ off, if 
you don’t get to spend some time 
with family & friends. So, make sure 
you make it happen.

Hope everybody has a great Xmas & 
New Year & with a bit of luck, plus 
some appropriate, government 
pump priming, 2021 turns out to be 
significantly different to 2020. I’ll 
drink to that….together with just 
about anything else! 

Stay safe & stay well.
 
Steve Patan 
Tel 0414 660 069 
Email reflex.games@outlook.com  
Web www.reflexgames.com.au
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ARCADES
VS COVID19

BY Ed Partridge on 
DECEMBER 15, 2020

Stern Pinball have announced their 
next “cornerstone” title right in time 
for the Christmas, now Gary Stern 
gets to play Preorder Santa to pinball 
machine buyers worldwide with - Led 
Zeppelin. The choice of this title is 
not much of a surprise given the 
success they have had with classic 

SPRING EDITION

STAIRWAY TO 
HEAVEN OR 
LEAD 
ZEPPELIN?

LED ZEPPELIN
PINBALL

DECEMBER EDITION

rock themes to date (or perhaps it is 
a lack of success with games such 
as TMNT and Munsters?). Stern 
know that there is a pent up demand 
out there for Rock n' Roll games, as 
the price on the second hand market 
for their earlier games such as 
AC/DC and Metallica would 
illustrate. Led Zep as a theme has 
been rumoured almost since John 
Bonham was alive, so from that we 
can surmise that Stern actually do 
pay attention to what is posted in 
internet chatrooms. They also put a 
lot of time and money into 
professionally researching their 
sales demographic and must have 
concluded that nothing sells to 45+ 
year old men like washed up rock 
dinosaurs!
According to sources the Australian 



Pricing (inc. GST) and Availability:

Pro Model: $AU 9,450
Premium Model: $AU 12,250
Limited Edition Model: $AU 14,500
Factory Accessories: TBA
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LE allocation of this game was 
exhausted before pictures were even 
released which is testament to the 
drawing power of legendary game 
designer Steve Ritchie. Mr Ritchie and 
Led Zeppelin have both been putting 
out hits and topping the charts since 
the 70's, so it would seem they are a 
match made in Pinball Rockstar heaven. 

Those that had “a whole lotta love” for 
Stere and the band and bought in early 
have been rewarded, as the LE has the 
most attractive art package of the three 
variants. For the purposes of this article 
the emphasis will be on the Pro Model 

of the game as this is the one most 
likely to be purchased by you the 
Operator, and this is a pity as the Pro 
cabinet artwork is the most 
uninspiring we have seen for 
sometime. 

If you have lifted up the playfield and 
looked undereneath a Stern game 
recently you will have seen the lack 
of hardware there, the games at a Pro 
Level at least are becoming 
particularly sparse. It seems of late 
with games such as Jurassic Park 
and Avengers there is a lot of toys, 
metal ramps and wireforms on the 
top of the playfield, but there's not 
much underneath. 

Stern have got the formula down pat 
to maximise their profits, Led 
Zeppelin would seem to continue in 
this vein. One nice feature of the 
Prem/LE which will apparently be 
available for the Pro as a kit is what 
Stern calls it's new “Expression 
Lighting System” full RGB playfield 
lighting through two rows of LEDs 
running down the inner sides of the 
cabinet and a set of art blades to 
integrate the effect. 

The lights are supposed to change in 
time and react to the music. This new 
feature looks nice but we'll have to 
wait to see the pricing on this.
Shockingly the bands most famous 
song, favourite in guitar stores 
worldwide – Stairway to Heaven, 
does not appear on the back panel in 
the songlist for the game. Perhaps it 
will be added as a code update or as 
a reward in a wizard mode?

The layout of Led Zep would have to 
be described as barren, but this is not 
always a bad thing. Steve Ritchie's 
earlier effort for Stern Game of 
Thrones Pro was a bit like this and I 
actually preferred it to the Prem/LE 
so we'll have to reserve judgement 
until we flip it.

FACTORY ACCESSORIES

At the time of release Stern has also 
announced at least three factory 
accessories that may help make the  

Pro Model stand out from the crowd a 
bit more. Let's start with the cheapest 
and also the worst, the custom shooter 
rod that looks about as easy and 
comfortable to grip as a Rubiks Cube. 
Not sure about that one. Laser cut side 
armour looks more promising and would 
add a nice touch and keep your cabinet 
from becoming worn near the flipper 
buttons. 

PRO EDITION PLAYFIELD

They've gone all out with the Topper, 
spotlights dancing on the ceiling a la 
the signal on Batman LE. Once again 
though the asking price is sure to be 
exorbitant so not sure how many 
Zeppelin airships we'll see on top of 
Pro's on location.

EXPRESSION LIGHTING SYSTEM

BALL SHOOTER AND SIDE 
ARMOUR

SPOTLIGHT AIRSHIP TOPPER



PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!

Site/location Agreement
Books.
(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)

COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)

New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).

Delivery Dockets
Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.

Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$13.20 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)

To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

REDEMPTION STICKERS

A lot of discussion has been had 
regarding the quality/price of prizes 
that are on offer in Prize Redemption 
games and the feedback from 
customers is that young children are 
‘seduced’ into playing some 
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile 
phones. IPods etc.

NAMOA has re-designed new 
stickers which are reversed printed 
and attached to the inside glass of 
Prize Redemption games, according 
to the value of the prize.

G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00

New members are entitled to 20 
free stickers, but you must apply for 
them. Please advise the combination 
you require. Additional stickers can 
be purchased by members at $1.10 
each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.

To order your Stickers please 
contact Juanita Keegan.
admin@namoa.com.au

ADVERTISING RATES
COLOUR in JPEG format

FULL PAGE $220  NOW $110!
HALF PAGE $165  NOW $82.50!
QUARTER PAGE $110  NOW $55!

PREFERRED SUPPLIER
ADVERTISING $88
per financial year.

This includes:
The Collector and the Web Site.
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.

Deadlines
28 Feb, 31 May, 31 Aug, 30 Nov

To order - please e-mail
ed@pinball.com.au

VIDEO GAME MACHINE 
LABELS

Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site

Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)

SPECIAL NEXT COLLECTOR

ALL PRICES  50% OFF

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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Members - is your business included 
in these listings? If not - you are 
missing out on other members 
knowing what your business offers!

Your listing is also placed on the 
NAMOA web site as well as here in 
the printed Collector. Cost to you is 
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web, 
including 4 Collector listings. PRO 
RATA for the remaining issues this 
year. Advertising rates may change 
without notice.

Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your 
advertisement will be in the next 
Issue and go straight onto the web 
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)

ONLY $80 (+ GST) for 4 Collector 
Issues + listing on NAMOA web site 
as a PREFERRED SUPPLIER

A.M.D. SYDNEY
Amusement Machine Distributors. 
Australian Distributors for Stern 
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI 
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines, 
service and spare parts available.

Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

AMUSINC
Importers of:

- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from 
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.

Give us a call for your needs.

Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L

Designed to meet global market 
expectations with CNC manufacturing. 
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software. 
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication 
systems. Producing a range of 
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and 
Sports games. Balancing High 
quality with Low prices.

Ph: 0432 323 333

E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

COIN OP SOLUTIONS

Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar 
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian 
Designed Cranes – A crane for every 
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw, 
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate 
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round, 
LCD Screens, security bars, bill 
acceptors and many more options.

2 Year warranty on boards and 
motors. Now available – plush mixes 
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm

Michael Jarjoura
Ph: 03 9555 1409
www.coinopsolutions.com
E: mj@coinopsolutions.com
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HUNTER LEISURE

Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable 
for crane & redemption machines.

Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au

IOOF INSURANCE BROKERS

Insurance Brokers Approved by 
NAMOA

Proud Supporter for more than 10 
years.

Same people with a change of 
name from Shadforth
 
Fully underwritten by Australian 
insurers. With the ability to seek 
hard to place liability covers into 
London and Asia if required.
 
Please contact either
Ian on 03 9605 9717
or 0433 664 989
ian.banning@ioof.com.au

Or Darren on 07 3031 1620
or 0418 751 986
darren.reilly@ioof.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD

Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors

For sales and service enquiries, 
please contact Robert Bird.

Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L

We are Australia’s largest bulk 
vending wholesaler of all gumball 
products, capsuled toys (25mm to 
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk 
toys for stackers and similar 
machines.

We are able to service everywhere in 
Australia and our pricing will not be 
beaten.

Tim Kerr 0418817554
Vincent Guthrie 0411149665
UNIT 37 
25-37 HUNTINGDALE ROAD                            
BURWOOD VICTORIA 3125
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

ALL PINBALL 

Specialists in Brisbane Australia for 
Service & Repairs to Pinball & 
Arcade Games. Experts for in Home 
or Workshop Repairs & Service to 
Electro Mechanical & Electronic 
(Solid State) Pinball Machines + 
Arcade Video Games. We Provide 
Free Technical Advice, Just email or 
Phone us (see details below).

Ph: Mark Schneider (07) 3901 5430
Ph: Ed Partridge 0422 050 190
E: ask@pinball.com.au
www.pinball.com.au

PINBALL HAUS

Pinball Haus is one of Australia’s 
premier pinball vendors.

We offer an extensive range of 
Pinball Parts, Leds, Balls, Silicone 
Bands, Mods and Custom artwork.
We buy/sell machines, restore 
machines and you can play more 
than 20 top condition machines at 
our location.
Coffee and non alcoholic drinks on 
offer.
We ship our products world wide at 
very competitive rates.

Babak Hadi 0403 464 636
https://pinballhaus.com/
E: pinballhaus@hotmail.com
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REFLEX GAMES

Proudly representing Win N Grin 
Amusements & their great range of 
prize equipment, with parts & 
service backup to match.

We also supply other new & used 
arcade equipment & associated 
products, including prize & ticket 
redemption games, plush toys, 
footballs & other prizes.

Register your surplus equipment on 
our sales consignment list & we’ll 
endeavour to sell it on your behalf.

Steve has been distributing arcade 
games since 1977, so there’s a little 
bit of experience to draw upon, if 
you need any advice.

If you require quality equipment at 
competitive prices, from a
distributor that doesn’t operate in 
competition with our customers, 
we’re definitely, worth a call:

Contact: Steve Patan
Ph: 0414 660 069 or 03 9016 6961
E: reflex.games@outlook.com
www.reflexgames.com.au

THOMPSON BILLIARDS

Manufacturers of Coin Tables and 
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience 
in the industry.

Shipping nationally from the Gold 
Coast, Qld.

Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS

is Australia's largest supplier of coin 
operated amusement equipment, 
with exclusive rights to the world's 
best brands and recommending only 
the most successful and suitable 
games, with the best ROI for the 
operator.

We consult on every area of FEC 
operation, offer the class leading 
Intercard Debit Card system, and 
supply spare parts, service, tickets, 
tokens and everything to offer a 
turnkey solution, and support 
making your operation a success.

Located Port Melbourne
Victoria 3207
P: 03 9676 9190
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au

DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are published on the basis that they are not to be 
regarded as expressing the official opinion of the publisher unless expressly 
stated.
2. The publisher accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy of any of 
the opinions or information or advertisements contained in this publication and 
readers should rely on their own enquiries in making decisions concerning their 
own interests. In particular, no responsibility is accepted for the quality of goods 
or services supplied by advertisers or for the accuracy of materials submitted for 
reproduction. To the extent permitted by law, the publishers, their employees, 

agents and contractors exclude all liability (including liability and negligence) 
to any person for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising as a 
result of material appearing in this publication.

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES

NEW SOUTH WALES
Ron Mroz – 0425 709 032
E: ron.mroz@teeg.com

VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au

Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com

QUEENSLAND
Mark Schneider
(AMOA QLD President)
Mobile 0438 113 632
E: ms@pimball.com.au

Tony Argery (NAMOA President) 
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Robert Westwood – 0403 053 611 
E: robertwestwood@hotmail.com

TASMANIA
John van Aspern - 0400 430 743
E: jmasperen@bigpond.com        
Phone 

ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 0413 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au

COLLECTOR EDITOR
Ed Partridge - 0422 050 190
E: ed@pinball.com.au

CO-EDITOR
Daniel Flood - 0403342848
E: daniel_flood@outlook.com

ADMIN & FINANCE
Juanita Keegan - 0407 795 283
E: admin@namoa.com.au

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au 
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP

SUPPLIERS &
CONTACTS

SPRING EDITIONDECEMBER EDITION

LIKE TO PUT
YOUR

BUSINESS
HERE?

CONTACT
E: ed@pinball.com.au




